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This is not a drill: We're 8 weeks out from Election Day! We're closer than ever to
firing Dan Bishop and flipping NC-09 blue, but to get the job done, we cannot take a
single week for granted.
That's why we've opened up our gold card for the Cynthia Sustainers program
for our Team Wallace members to make a weekly recurring gift to power up
this campaign every single week.
Make a weekly recurring gift today of $10, or whatever you can, today and
become a gold member of Team Wallace!

As Cynthia's Finance Director, I have to keep track of every single dollar that comes
in to make sure we can get Cynthia's message in front of every single voter so our
path to victory is a smooth one. That means going up on TV, sending out direct
mailers, and launching digital ads. Knowing how much we can expect to refuel our
campaign every single week makes a huge difference in our ability to win.
This campaign runs on grassroots dollars, so we're really counting on our strongest
supporters like you to help us pave the way to victory in November. Help us rocketlaunch down our path towards Election Day in these last 8 weeks and chip in
$10 or whatever you can do weekly today so we can be ready to ramp up our
voter outreach program!
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If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

CHIP IN $5 WEEKLY >>

CHIP IN $10 WEEKLY >>

CHIP IN $25 WEEKLY >>

CHIP IN $50 WEEKLY >>

OR DONATE ANY AMOUNT
WEEKLY >>
Thanks,
Jake Briggs
Finance Director

DONATE
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Cynthia Wallace for Congress
PO Box 79096
Charlotte, NC 28271
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